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Bridging the Gap

between policy, 
research, and 

strategy

between people 
and technology

between short term 
and long term



• 3 Partners

• 7 Workshops

• Over 150 Participants

4 Scenarios for 2025



Key Propositions for 2025

Cybersecurity, broadly defined, is the master problem of the Internet era

The problem set is evolving more quickly than is our understanding of 

it (and our ability to ‘solve’)

Different countries and industries will grapple with these challenges in 

different ways

Gaining foresight into those differences in advance enables us to tilt the 

digital world in a direction that is more secure and beneficial to people and 

societies



Insights from around the world 
demonstrate that countries and 
societies are moving in very different 
directions as they grapple with the 
changing boundaries of 
cybersecurity…..

And this raises really important 
questions about how to 
conceptualize and frame policy and 
business strategy going forward



IBM Forecast in 1980 for PC sales to 1985:

241,683 units

Actual PC sales 81-85:

~ 200 Million Units

Scenarios are not science fiction. It’s disciplined imagination to guide decision making



4 Scenarios for 2025 sketch what is 
possible…

• Don’t try to predict an unpredictable future

• Plan for a robust response to a set of 
uncertainties in an agile manner

• Minimum Viable Product →Minimum 
Viable Regulation and perhaps Minimum 
Viable Cooperation between Countries and 
Regions
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The New Wiggle Room

This is a world in which: 

• There is ‘perfect information’ and imperfect 

identity 

• The combination of omnipresent sensors 

and ubiquitous connectivity turns out to be 

a poisoned chalice

• We now know too much—and know it too 

accurately—for societies to remain stable

• People find ways to introduce new 

uncertainty by adopting multiple identities



The New Wiggle Room

This world is credible because:

• Cheap sensors, ubiquitous wireless, and 

distributed supercomputing are here now

• Humans care about fairness, status, and 

emotion, as much as ‘economic equilibrium’ 

and efficiency

• Criminals understand this psychology and 

are willing to exploit it



Quantum Leap

This is a world in which: 

• A few large governments attempt to control 

the proliferation of quantum computing 

• Non-proliferation ultimately fails, leaving re-

shuffled geopolitical alliances and new 

centers of power

• Quantum technologies fall into the hands of 

city consortia and criminal networks.



Trust Us

This is a world in which:

• AI-powered ‘SafetyNet’ overwhelms security 

risk and makes (part of) the digital world safe 

for big institutions 

• Privacy is a luxury and for most, unattainable

• There is deep distrust of AI that is capable of 

explaining its decision-making processes to 

humans, and knows exactly what they want to 

hear



Barlow’s Revenge

This is a world in which:

• Two nearly opposite ‘grand bargains’ for 

digital security emerge

• Some countries secure the internet within 

their borders by nationalizing it; other 

governments cede responsibility to firms 

and the market.

• The delicate balance of regulation and 

innovation in which the digital world thrived 

for the last 40 years is hollowed out



Re-framing the Cybersecurity Landscape

1.The ‘golden mean’ of light-touch regulation and permission-less innovation will not endure, because 

it is not an effective route to improved digital security

2.Digital geopolitics is not just a layer on conventional geopolitics. Alliances, trade relationships, and 

wars will be re-configured around digital as a primary driver. How to succeed in a global economy 

dominated by data flows and machine learning?

3.Digitally-induced job displacement and inequality is more than a stressor. It will drive fundamental 

breakdown in markets and states, and new transnational re-alignments.

4.Platform firms are different. They can’t continue to free-ride on social order, and accumulate market 

power. It’s also an issue of managing truth and discourse. Competition policy and cybersecurity 

policy are converging.

5.The greatest security challenges are not about protecting networks and data from (sovereign and 

criminal) thieves. It is about protection from manipulation — maintaining data integrity and trust.



And.. Where 
are The New 
Criminals?

Palo Alto - governments still get to 
decide the answer

Munich - if you don’t acknowledge what 
is self-evidently true about privacy 
preferences, you are a criminal

Singapore - if the digital criminals lose, 
where will they go next?

Hong Kong - first mover market 
advantages sometimes become crimes 
for second movers (Cambridge Analytica)



Please Visit, 
Watch, Read, and 

Comment
cyberfutures2025.org

http://cyberfutures2025.org


Thank You to Our Sponsors


